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ABSTRACT 
Biochemically the defect of the trindled allelic Mutant of the Hottied 

aouse and of Menkes' disease in nan are very similar if not identical. A 
Modification of a normal Cu-binding protein or an unrestrained synthesis 
of a Cu-binding protein that normally is present only in smalt amounts is 
proposed as the basis of this disease, 

INTRODUCTION 
Menkes et al. described in 1942 a syndrome characterised by progressive 

cerebral dcgenerat'on, retardation of growth» piIï tort» and X*1inked re
cessive inheritance, leading to death before % years . Later case reports 

added tortuosity of the blood vessels» hypothermia and changes in the 

metaphyses of the long bones as clinical findinqs. Denks et al. ' . 

noted that some of these findings, i.e.» the changes in the elastic fibres 

of the blood vessels and in the hair, were reminiscent of those in Cu-

deficient animals. Studying the Cu-stetus of some of these Menkes' patients 

they found tow plasma-Cu, low plastna-ceruloplasmin and low liver-Cu» but 

normal erythrocyte-Cu. Furthermore, low concentrations of Cu were found 

in the plasma after an oral dose of this radionuclide. Dank* and coworkers 

concluded that the basis of Menkes' disease was a defective intestinal 

absorption of Cu leading to Cu-deficiency. It is assumed that most» if not 

all pathological findings associated with this syndrome can be explained 

on basis of this Cu-def»сiency. 
Because of the peculiar twisted hair (Fig. 1) Menkes' disease became 

also known as Kinky Hair disease and since the hair is brittle and breaks 
easily it feels somewhat like steel wool, giving the disease also the 
name of Steel* Hair disease. 

The Brindled mouse, used as a model for Menkes' disease, is one of the 
j, 

five allelic mutants of the Mottled locus » which is a recessive X-linked 
gene. In the affected male the various alleles differ in severity of the 
mutation. E.g., the Dappled (Mo p) dies at birth, the Brindled (Mo r) dies 



about \k days post par tun and t*te less severe tlotchy (Ht< ) is vidble ard 
fertile. 

Fig. I. The typical twisted hair (pili torti; left) and blood vessels 
(right) of a Menkes' patient. 

The features of the Ho mutation in affected males ar* absence cf 
hair pigmentation, acrtic aneurism, skeletal defects ani curly whiskers. 

t 
Hunt corrected these feature* not only wi th Cu-def iciency but also, 
on the basis of the deceased Cu levels in brain and liver and increased 
Си level in the intestinal wall, with Menkes' disease. The У-linkage of 
both nutations and the close agreement of the results obtained with Menkes' 
patients and with affected Irindled male mice suggest that the rotations 

in Cu-metabo! isr in both species are homologous . The normal allele for 
Cu-metabo!is^ irt Brindled mice is indicated by x'. In the te*t the geno-

И ft 4 
types X X tind X Y - normal fenale and normale male mice, resp. -will be 
referred to as normal mice, the genotype I n a* heterozygous mice and the 
genotype X V as "Henkes" mice. 

In the following our experiences with Menkes' disease, both 'n mar. and 
in the mouse, will be described more or less chronologically to illustrate 
the continuous adjustments in views. 
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RESULTS M O OISCUSSIOM 
The first patients observed showed besides the ciinical symptom the 

typical biocheaical results (as observed by banks et «I. *•') of ncobes' 
disease: low pta*«a~Cu, low plasma ceruloptas*in, to** leucocyte cytochn 
с-oxidase and a flat curve in the oral Cu-loadingtest (F»g. 2.a), all 
suggesting poor absorption. However, later on in one pat:ent 9n atypical 
curve in the loadingtest was founJ (Fig. 2-Й» This patient had been given 
ï.•» injections of Cu. Because the Cu in plasna was present as cerulo-

plasoin it was t\**r that this radionuclide somehow had entered the circu

lation and had reached the liver, the site of ceruloptasunn synthesis. 
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Fig. 2. Oral Си-load ing test a- Plenties' patient; b. Menkes' patient 
treated with i,n. injections of Cu-edta; c. control. 
Dose: 1 «g Cu as acetate. 

We gave the following e*planatior>; Some Cu always can enter the circu
lation, even in nenkes* patients. In untreated patients, it primarily 
goes to sites where it is needed because of the Cu-deftciency, but when 
such sites have been saturated w>th Cu f г сиг. the i.m, injections, the sur-



44 plus of Cu м м c«n go to to* liver f-еж where it is entrated throve* 
th« bile or Is incorporated in cerutoplasoie. This eaptanetion is in *-
jftwrm with the observation that on discontinuation of the i.». Co tee 
curve of th€ Cu-loadingtest becoeet lower «mi that the plasne ceroto* 
plasnin of tho Menkes' patient drops. It it furthermore t «poorted by 
earlier experiments with the brindled oice: in "Ha neat" and In noma I 
•tea 6 and 52 % resp., of an i.p. dose of tu wat recovered in the liver 
after 2t h . That only M of the dose was found In the liver of hetero
zygous nice was unexpected, tinea it wou'a suggest that these anion Is 
have alto a Cu-deficiency: the Cu it needed eh 

At birth both the hetcrorygous and the "Wtnkat" «ice have a low liver 
Си , indicating that the nutation is already activ« during pregnancy. 
These results -ire in agreement with ire abnormal Cit distribution in fetal 
tissues of Hennes* patients (Table I). 

TAKE t 
C u m * COHCENTMTIOHS IN VARIOUS TISSUES OtTAIRtD FRO* ThUEE «CUKES' 
PATIENTS AHO A 2k WEEKS OlC HEUKES* FETUS 
Menkes' patients; 
Case I, age К years • not treated with i.n. copper inject tont. 
Cate II, age 2 years, treated for some tine. 
Case lit, age З Л year, treated until death. 

Tissue Menkei' patients Menkes' r'etus 
i 

3.7 
It Ill 

Liver 
i 

3.7 6.0 6.7 2.8 
Kid.iey, average too I «0 5.9 

cortew ISO 
medulla 18 

train, cerebrum cortex b.57 0.8b t.b §.17 
cerebelturn 0.76 0.86 1.7 0.05 

Muscle 2.7 7.) 9,9 1.7 
Placenta 12 

Concentrations in /ug/g wet weight. 



Further study with the brindled nice Showed that Other tissue* of bath 
4b 

heterc*ygous and "He.-kes" mice accumulated parenterally five* См (h*eV 
nrys S-fold. wall of C.I.-tract 2-fold, pancreas 4-fold accumulation with 
respect to noma! »ic*. . Analysis for total Cu surprisingly showed: that 
particularly the ч;dreys of bcth "Menkes" end heterozygous mice contained 
large amounts of Cu. The preferential accumulation of Cu in these 
tissues c^uld therefore not be captained by Cu*d*ficitney. It rather 
indicated that Cu we>~i to these tissues becaus« of the presence of a 
molecule that irreversibly trapped the Cu, as was already suggested by 

10 tanks et al. . This explanation seen to be correct because we found 
4*. 

that Cu acc'jnul*te<l in the supernatant of the kidney of heterozygous 
and "Menkes" T»ice *rl is trapped in a protein fraction with a molecular 
weight of about 10,300 dat ton. The sane effect is found for the distri
bution of stable Cu over the protein fractions of kidney cytosol of 
heterozygous mice and Menkes' patients. This indicated that this ace 
lat ion of Cu is no artifact due to Incomplete Cu turnover but is • 

f 1 tt 
the result of an irreversible trapping - At the sane cine a Cu-bind:-; protein of 30,000 dalton, present in the cytosol of the kidney of 
norееI Mice, could not be detected in the kidney of the heterozygous and 
"Menkes" »ice. 

The accumulation of Cu in autopsy Material frow Menkes' patients 
(Table 1) showed that also in this respect the disorders in huwen and in 
nice were similar. Two additional points can be taken from Table t: 
a. treatment of Menkes' patients with i.«. injections of Cu leads to a 

further increase in Cu content of the organs; 
b. also the prenatal livc-Cu concentration of the Menkes' fetus is 

significantly 'owe' than that in controls as reported by Heydorn et 
al. , while other tissues have a rather high concentration. The 
distribution of Cu in the Menkes' fetus is therefore also significant
ly different from that in controls. With a normal supply of Cu from 
the mother, the high concentration in the placenta and particularly 
the predominantly extrahepatic storage of Cu in the fetus indicates 
that, like in Bundled mice, the fundamental metabolic defect also 

affects the Cu-metabolism in u:ero. 
Purification a<"t on,* I у, is of the Cu-binding protein from kidney, either 

from heterozygous and "Menkes" mice or from "Menkes" patient, yielded the 
following preliminary results: 
». the protein Is p-obably a mctatlothionein-like protein, since it lacks 
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am absorption > M i w i м Ш м Ц aromatic emnoacids '5> and W m g 
bind* to tb* S O K protoio; 

b. the protoio is dfferemt f rem the Co accumulating p'Ottin in Vil»on4 
disease since no decrees* to absorptie» et 250 MI due*to cleavage of 
the e*tal*sulf*r bond» occurs oo ecidificetion. 

The accumulation «f Cu in tissues of Menkes' pet tent» een also be 
studied in vitro with fibroblasts. Such cells hove been shown to accumu-

44 
lete Си that has been added to the medium. This accumulation was J - 4 
tiees higher in cells from Menkes* patients then in those f roe controls 
1 . This technl<eve. applied to amnion cells. Is used for prenatal dieg* 

44 
tis. ftepeetirg the Cu-uptek* ••parieents we could shew that the 

difterfKc in c"-umutation of Cu by fibroblast* is probably due to a 
difference in their ability to release the Cu again. Lihe in th* c/to-
plasma of the kidney fro» Rentes' patients end 'Menkes" mice, we found 
the excess of Cu in the fibroblasts else) irreversibly bound to a protein 
of 10.040 dalton, as MOS else observed by Oeratis et al. . Furthermore. 

44 an intermediate Cu*eccumuistion in cells fro» heterozygotes. 
•y cloning - itertine cultures fro* staple celts - Hoolj et al. could 
sopor*t* the heterarygote cells in normal and "Menkes" type cells with 

44 respect to their ability to take up Cu, 
44 

Mien cytoplasm* of fibroblasts» ofter uptake of Cu, we* passed 
through a column of a mixture of DCAC-celluIose and hydroxyapat*tc all 
Cu-protein» were absorbed on the cellumn except some of 10,000 dalton. 

44 
Thus, this method also shows the fraction of the Cu bound to this 
protein, tut is much faster than eel filtration and may be of use for 
diagnostic purposes. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Summarizing one can stat* that no basic difference is found between 

the defect in ran and in the Orindled mouse, making the latter an ideal 
subject for study of both the Menkes' syndrome and of the Cu*metaboli*m 
in general. 

Thert is no reason to change the opinion, formed some years ago ' , 
that the defect is one of the Cu-metabot ism and that most, if not all 
symptoms of this syndrome can be attributed directly or indirectly to a 
Cu'deficiency. However, •** did come to realii* that this deficiency is 
not caused simply by an impaired absorption of Cu ' . Indeed, there is 
a defect in tht absorption of Cu but this is secondary to a rv>re general 



one apparent in various tissues, i.e.. an irreversible trapping of Cc in 
the for* of a protein of 10,040 dalton. This can mean that either the 
normal Cu'binding protein is mooified or the synthesis of a См-bindïng 
protein that is noneally present i*; only minor quantities went out of 

control. 

The accumulation of Си in a protein of 10,MO dalton in the kidney of 
a Henkes* patient or a "Menkes" mouse could also be explained by: 
a. л defect in the Си-binder of 30,600 dalton, resulting in its inability 

to receive the Си from the 10,000 dalton protein, or 
b. a defect in the transfer mechanism from the If.OfO dalton to the 

30,000 dalton protein . 
loth these defects could also explain the accumulation of Cu in the 
10,000 dalton protein. However, the cells of a heteroxyoote form a mix
ture of normal and Ямке*' type cells , explaining why heterozygous mice 
also show the unusual accumulation of Cu in their kidneys and why only 
7 I e? en i.m. dose of Zu was recovered in their liver . This also 
means that, if one or the other of the above given alternative explana
tions were correct, their stilt would be a route open to the 30,000 dalton 
protein in those cells that arc normal. Since this is not the case, it 
seems that these alternative explanations have to be ruled out. 
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